
Reent results in wavelet appliations�I. DaubehiesPrineton University, Prineton, New Jersey, U.S.A.ABSTRACTWe present three reent developments in wavelets and subdivision: wavelet-type transforms that map integers tointegers, with an appliation to lossless oding for images; rate-distortion bounds that realize the ompression givenby nonlinear approximation theorems for a model where wavelet ompression outperforms the Karhunen-Lo�eveapproah; and smoothness results for irregularly spaed subdivision shemes, related to wavelet ompression forirregularly spaed data.Keywords: wavelets, ompression, integer transforms, subdivision shemes1. INTRODUCTIONWavelets have emerged in the last �fteen years as a synthesis of ideas from �elds as di�erent as eletrial engineering,statistis, physis, omputer siene and (yes!) mathematis. Wavelet transforms have beautiful and deep mathe-matial properties, making them a well-adapted tool for a wide range of funtional spaes, or equivalently, for verydi�erent types of data. On the other hand, they an be implemented via fast algorithms, essential to onvert theirmathematial eÆieny into a truly pratial tool. There exist by now many books explaining the basis of wavelettransforms (see e.g. Refs. 1-5 to mention only a few), so we shall give only a blitz review of their properties beforegoing on to some reent appliations.The simplest type of wavelet basis is given by dilates and translates j;k(x) = 2j=2  (2jx� k) ; j; k 2 ZZ ; (1)of a single one-dimensional funtion  (x), the wavelet. Only for speial hoies of  does the family f j;kgj;k2ZZ givean orthonormal basis for L2(IR); nevertheless, many hoies are possible, ranging from the most narrow solution (x) = 1 for 0 � x < 1=2�1 for 1=2 � x < 10 elsewhere(the Haar wavelet) to hoies for  that are in�nitely many times di�erentiable, but that are muh wider (namely,supported on the whole real line). Intermediate possible hoies also exist, where  still \lives" on an interval (albeitwider than [0,1℄) and is k times di�erentiable. All interesting wavelet bases are assoiated with a multiresolutionanalysis: there exists a partner funtion �, the saling funtion, used to build approximation spaes Vj ,Vj = Span f�j;k ; k 2 ZZg ; (2)orresponding to di�erent resolutions (Vj has resolution 2�j); the di�erent Vj are nested in eah other,� � � � Vj � Vj+1 � � � � ; (3)and in eah Vj , the f�j;kgk2ZZ are an orthonormal basis; the link with the wavelet basis is given viaProjVj+1f = Xk < f; �j+1;k > �j+1;k (4)= ProjVj f +Xk < f;  j;k >  j;k :�Keynote Address presented at SPIE Aerosense Symposium { April 19981



The di�erent nesting and orthonormality properties listed above ause the funtions � and  to be linked via relationsof the type �(x) = p2 Xn hn �(2x� n) (5) (x) = p2 Xn gn �(2x� n) :The oeÆients hn; gn in these equations play an important role in pratial implementations (in fat, they are allone really needs to implement an orthonormal wavelet transform), as well as in some mathematial onstrutions.The simple sheme skethed above has been extended and generalized in many diretions: biorthogonal (ratherthan orthonormal) bases, bases in n (rather than 1) dimensions, on an interval (rather than the whole line), ondomains in IRn (already a more omplex situation, requiring deft mathematial manipulations), using more than 1wavelet even in 1 dimension (multiwavelets), using other dilation fators than 2, (or even dilation matries), et. . .Werefer to the by now large literature or to the wavelet digest (<http://www.wavelet.org>) for more details.In this paper we shall touh upon a few reent developments or appliations. In partiular, we shall talk aboutwavelet-like transforms that map integers to integers; about a model that illustrates why wavelet ompression ofstohasti proesses an be superior to Karhunen-Lo�eve approahes; and about a generalization of wavelets usefulfor non-uniformly spaed data.Two of these appliations make use of \lifting", a partiularly simple way to implement wavelet transforms. Inits simplest form, the lifting implementations orrespond to a fatorization of the polyphase matrix for the wavelet�lters, as explained in the tutorial artile by Sweldens and the author. Lifting also has, in some ases, a veryinteresting interpretation whih makes it possible to generalize to e.g. the non-uniform setting, where the �ltersare time- or spae-varying, and fatorization is no longer appliable. Every step in the wavelet �ltering splits theapproximation sj;l of the data at multiresolution level j into a oarser approximation sj�1 and detail informationdj�1 by the formulas sj�1;l =Xk hk�2n sj;k ; dj�1;l =Xk gk�2n sj;k ; (6)whih follow from (4) and (5). In the lifting interpretation, (6) is viewed as the result of several intermediate steps:the sj;k are split into \even" samples (to be retained, at least for the initial stage), and \odd" samples (to be replaedby information in dj�1, and disarded in sj�1); from the even sj;2l one an then ompute a possible extension to allthe sj;k (via a pre-arranged formula) whih will, in plaes where sj does not have a lot of struture, give quite good\guesses" for the odd sj;2l+1 ; next, one looks at the di�erene between the \true" odd sj;2l+1 and the \predited"odd sj;2l+1 { this di�erene is the detail information dj ; �nally, one has to adjust the even sj;2l to orret for aliasing,leading to the sj�1;l. (See Ref. 7 for more details).A few examples:the Haar transform:lassially: sj�1;l = 1p2 (sj;2l + sj;2l+1)dj�1;l = 1p2 (�sj;2l + sj;2l+1) :lifting: fsj;lg ! e0j�1;l = sj;2l ! e1j�1;l = e0j�1;lo0j�1;l = sj;2l+1 o1j�1;l = o0j�1;l � e0j�1;l! e2j�1;l = e1j�1;l + 12o1J�1;l ! sj�1;l = p2 e2j�1;lo2j�1;l = o1j�1;l dj�1;l = 1p2o2j�1;l :the 2-2 biorthogonal transform: 2



lassially: sj�1;l = 1p2 (� 14sj;2l�2 + 12sj;2l�1 + 32sj;2l + 12sj;2l+1 � 14sj;2l+2)dj�1;l = 1p2 (� 12sj;2l + sj;2l+1 � 12sj;2l+2) :lifting: sj;l ! e0j�1;l = sj;2l ! e1j�1;l = e0j�1;lo0j�1;l = sj;2l+1 o1j�1;l = o0j�1;l � 12 (e0j�1;l + e0j�1;l+1)! e2j�1;l = e1j�1;l + 14 (o1j�1;l�1 + o1j�1;l) ! sj�1;l = p2 e2j�1;lo2j�1;l = o1j�1;l dj�1;l = 1p2o2j�1;l :In both ases, we have one \predit" and one \update" step; for other wavelet transforms, more suh alternatingsteps may be needed. Note that the \triangular" nature of the lifting operations, (in whih at every stage only the\evens" or the \odds" are modi�ed, using information only from the other stream) makes it trivial to invert thetransform. All these features will be useful in our �rst appliation.2. WAVELET-LIKE TRANSFORMS THAT MAP INTEGERS TO INTEGERSThis setion is based on joint work with A.R. Calderbank, W. Sweldens and B.L. Yeo.8 Integer transforms areespeially interesting for lossless oding. With standard wavelet �lters, the �ltered outputs do not onsist of integers,even if the input data onsist of sequenes of integers, as is the ase for images. Yet, for lossless oding of images itwould be of interest to be able to haraterize the output ompletely again by integers.Let us look �rst at the Haar transform. Even if we \renormalize" by p2, de�ningsj�1;l = 12 (sj;2l + sj;2l+1)dj�1;l = sj;2l+1 � sj;2l ; (7)this is not an integer transform, beause of the division by two. Obviously we an build an integer version by simplyomitting the division by two in the formula for s1;l and alulating the sum instead of the average. But a moreeÆient onstrution, known as the S transform (Sequential), is possible.9,10 Several de�nitions of the S transformexist, di�ering only in implementation details. An easy way to onstrut the S transform is to start from the liftingform of (7): dj�1;l = sj;2l+1 � sj;2lsj�1;l = sj;2l + 12dj�1;l : (8)Now we an hange (8) into an integer transform by trunating the division in the seond step:d1;l = s0;2l+1 � s0;2ls1;l = s0;2l + bd1;l=2 :Even though the transform now is non-linear, lifting allows us to �nd immediately the inverse: reverse the order andhange the signs of the forward transform: s0;2l = s1;l � bd1;l=2s0;2l+1 = d1;l + s0;2l :So we an obtain an integer transform using simply trunation and without losing invertibility. Two generalizationsof the S transform have been proposed: the TS transform11 and the S+P transform.12 The idea behind both is thesame: add a third stage in whih a predition of the di�erene is omputed based on the average values; the new highpass oeÆient is now the di�erene of this predition and the atual di�erene. This an be thought of as anotherlifting step and therefore immediately results in invertible integer wavelet transforms.3



The TS transform turns out to be an integer version of the (3, 1) biorthogonal wavelet transform of Cohen-Daubehies-Feauveau.13 In that transform, one hasd(1)1;l = s0;2l+1 � s0;2ls1;l = s0;2l + d(1)1;l =2d1;l = d(1)1;l + s1;l�1=4� s1;l+1=4 : (9)The oeÆients of the predition are hosen so that in ase the original sequene was a seond degree polynomial inl, then the new wavelet oeÆient d1;l is exatly zero. The integer version or TS transform an now be obtained bytrunating the non-integers oming from the divisions in the last two steps:d(1)1;l = s0;2l+1 � s0;2ls1;l = s0;2l + bd(1)1;l =2d1;l = d(1)1;l + bs1;l�1=4� s1;l+1=4 + 1=2 : (10)In the last step we add a term 1/2 before trunating to avoid bias; in the seond step this is not needed beause thedivision is only by two. As the transform is already deomposed into lifting steps, the inverse an again be foundimmediately by reversing the equations and ipping the signs:d(1)1;l = d1;l � bs1;l�1=4� s1;l+1=4 + 1=2s0;2l = s1;l = bd(1)1;l =2s0;2l+1 = d(1)1;l + s0;2l : (11)In the S+P transform (S transform + Predition), the preditor for d(1)1;l does not only involve s1;k values but also apreviously alulated d(1)1;l+1 value. The general form of the transform isd(1)1;l = s0;2l+1 � s0;2ls1;l = s0;2l + bd(1)1;l =2d1;l = d(1)1;l + b��1(s1;l�2 � s1;l�1) + �0(s1;l�1 � s1;l) + �1(s1;l � s1;l+1)� �1 d(1)1;l+1 : (12)Note that the TS transform is a speial ase, namely when ��1 = �1 = 0 and �0 = �1 = 1=4. Said and Pearlmanexamine several hoies for (�w; �1) and in the ase of natural images suggest ��1 = 0; �0 = 2=8; �1 = 3=8 and�1 =�2=8. It is interesting to note that, even though this was not their motivation, this hoie without trunation yieldsa high pass analyzing �lter with 2 vanishing moments.Therefore, the lossless S, TS and S+P transforms an all be viewed as speial ases of the lifting shemes,trunating appropriately.One an obviously also do this for the deompositions into lifting steps of other wavelet transforms. Two parti-ularly interesting examples are the following two transforms:(4,2) interpolating transformd1;l = s0;2l+1 � b9=16(s0;2l + s0;2l+2)� 1=16(s0;2l�2 + s0;2l+4) + 1=2s1;l = s0;2l + b1=4(d1;l�1 + d1;l) + 1=2 :(2+2,2) transform d(1)1;l = s0;2l+1 � b1=2(s0;2l + s0;2l+2) + 1=2s1;l = s0;2l + b1=4(d(1)1;l�1 + d(1)1;l ) + 1=2d1;l = d(1)1;l � b�(�1=2 s1;l�1 + s1;l � 1=2 s1;l+1)+�(�1=2 s1;l + s1;l+1 � 1=2 s1;l+2) + d(1)1;l+1 + 1=2 :4



Without trunation, we want the sheme to have 4 vanishing moments. This leads to the following onditions:8� + 3 = 14�+ 4� +  = 1 :Speial ases are: (1) � = 1=6; � = 0;  = 1=3, (2) � = 1=8; � = 1=8;  = 0 and, (3) � = 1=4; � = �1=4;  = 1. Inour experiments we found that (2) works onsiderably better than (1) and (3), and this is what we use in pratie.These wavelet-like transforms, ombined with an arithmeti oder, were used for lossless oding in Ref. 8, withresults that often improved on S+P, but that were still short of the best lossless ompression results, obtained vianon-multiresolution methods. More reently these results were pushed further: work by N. Memon, X. Wu and B.L.Yeo14 shows how the use of ontext information in the oding improves these results, so that they beome omparableto the state of the art.3. WAVELET COMPRESSION 6= KARHUNEN-LO�EVE APPROXIMATIONThis setion is based upon joint work with A. Cohen, O. Guleryuz and M. Orhard.15 In theoretial models for themathematial study of ompression, signals and partiularly images are often viewed as realizations of an (unknown)stohasti proess. The orresponding Karhunen-Lo�eve basis (KL), as the orthonormal basis that optimally deor-relates this proess, i.e. the basis ('n)n2IN that minimizes E(ks �PNh=1hs; 'ni'nk2) for every N , is then viewedas the best possible basis to ompress the signals or images. In pratie, determining this KL basis exatly may beumbersome and omputationally intensive, suggesting the use of a basis that is easier to work with and that is still\lose" to the KL basis, in the sense that it also deorrelates well (although not optimally). This has been arguedas a justi�ation both for DCT methods and for wavelet transforms.Although the usefulness of KL-bases is well doumented and beyond dispute in many appliations, there has beena growing realization that optimizing deorrelation for the stohasti proess may not be the �nal or even the mostimportant point in signal ompression. In the terms of mathematial approximation theory, this orresponds to ashift from linear approximation to non-linear approximation.In linear approximation theory, given an orthonormal basis of funtions '1; '2; : : : ; one seeks to estimate, as afuntion of N , the trunation error eN (f) = kf � NXn=1hf; 'ni'nk : (13)The behavior of eN(f) as N inreases gives us information about f and vie versa. For instane, if the 'n are eitherthe Fourier basis on [0; 1℄ or a wavelet basis (with its logial ordering), and if k k in (13) is taken to be the L2-norm,kgk = �R 10 jg(t)j2dt�1=2, then the deay of eN(f) haraterizes the smoothness of f in an L2-sense: for instane,eN (f) � CN�k�" implies that f and its �rst k derivatives are all in L2. The error eN (f) an be rewritten aseN (f) = distL2(f; SN ) ;where SN is the linear vetor spae spanned by the �rst N basis funtions,SN = Span('1; : : : ; 'N ) = ( NXn=1 n'n; n 2 Cjj ) :The KL basis for a stohasti proess �ts within this linear approximation theory framework: it is the basis for whihE �distL2(s; SN )2� is minimized, for every N .Non-linear approximation of a funtion f , with the same orthonormal basis '1; '2; : : : as before, seeks to estimate,as N inreases, the deay of the distane between f and the best possible approximation to f by a linear ombinationof 'n that uses at most N terms (as opposed to the best linear ombination with the �rst N basis funtions, asbefore). That is, we now have eN = dist(f;SN )Sn = (Xn n'n; n 2 Cjj ;#fn; n 6= 0g � N) :5



The set SN is no longer a linear spae (sine the sum of two arbitrary elements of SN generally uses more that Nbasis funtions), hene the name non-linear approximation. Non-linear approximation has been studied in detail byDeVore, Jawerth, and Popov; see e.g. their paper Ref. 16 for a review. Typially, di�erent approximation estimatesare obtained by non-linear approximation than by linear approximation with respet to the same basis. Or, turningthis upside down, di�erent behavior of f an be haraterized by the same deay behavior asN !1 of the trunationerror in non-linear approximation versus linear approximation. Another manifestation of this di�erene is that forstohasti proesses, the KL basis need not be the basis that minimizes the non-linear approximation error.The di�erene between linear and non-linear approximation was illustrated in Ref. 17 where a 1-dimensionalmodel of pieewise smooth proesses, inspired by images, was analyzed. For this toy model, it was shown that theexpeted non-linear approximation error using a wavelet basis is asymptotially superior (with a deay at least asfast as CN�1 for N !1) to the best expeted linear approximation error (this error, with respet to the KL basis,is bounded below by CN�1=2 for N !1), even though wavelets are not the KL basis for the stohasti proess.The suess of wavelet bases in non-linear approximation, as analyzed in Ref. 18 and illustrated by the pieewisesmooth toy model in Ref. 17 was interpreted by mathematiians to be the \true" reason for the usefulness of waveletsin signal ompression, rather than their potential for deorrelation. Yet non-linear approximation estimates are stilla long way from a mathematial analysis that would be diretly related to ompression issues; the pratie is not,as suggested by non-linear approximation, to \ompress" all the information into N oeÆients, disarding all theother information, and heking how well one does. A model loser to pratie would estimate the error or distortiongiven that all the information (trunated oeÆients as well as the hoie of whih indies to retain) has to �t withina ertain bit budget. Suh rate-distortion bounds are loser to the pratie of oding for ompression, and thereforemore onvining from the point of view of the eletrial engineer.On the other hand, oding tehniques for ompression have beome inreasingly sophistiated in the last fewyears, steadily obtaining better results. Some of the improved strategies were inspired by, or an be heuristiallyexplained by mathematial arguments. Yet there exist no mathematial estimates for these oding strategies of thesame level of detail and depth as for the oding-wise more na��ve non-linear approximation theory.In Ref. 15 we prove that the non-linear approximation results of Ref. 17 translate into the orresponding rate-distortion bounds. In the ase of nonlinear approximation, where the wavelet oeÆients are "re-ordered" aordingto how signi�ant they are, we need to evaluate the bit rate neessary to enode the addressing of the di�erent types ofoeÆients. The bit rate omes thus in two parts: bit rate for the oeÆients, and bit rate for the addressing. Unlessgood oding strategies are used, it turns out that the addressing bit rate is dominant, and spoils the ompressiongiven by nonlinear approximation theorems. It turns out that smart oding tehniques an ahieve the optimal ratepredited by nonlinear approximation theory. In partiular, we show that two oding strategies, whih are appliedin pratie (namely, a model whih odes the oeÆients as oming from a mixture of two distributions; and atree-oder) do ahieve a rate-distortion band of the typeD � C R�� ;where � is the smoothness of the piees in the pieewise smooth model of Ref. 17.4. WAVELETS FOR NON-UNIFORMLY SAMPLED DATAThis setion onerns joint work with I. Guskov and W. Sweldens.19 When wavelet bases are onstruted via a liftingsheme, as desribed above, the omputation of the wavelet oeÆients onsists of a predition step for the \odds"from the \evens", and a omparison of the true \odds" with these preditions. If the wavelet oeÆients are zero {i.e. if we are onsidering a saling funtion { then the preditions are exat at all levels: to build a saling funtionfor this sheme one thus needs only to iterate the predition sheme level after level, generating an inreasingly �nersampling of the saling funtion through a subdivision sheme. This approah (used, in fat, to plot all ompatlysupported wavelets and saling funtions in e.g. Ref. 1) is not limited to the ase where the sampling points areuniformly distributed. Two types of non-uniform ases an be onsidered. In the semi-regular ase, the originalsamples (\at level 0") are not equally spaed, but the subdivision sheme still introdues new grid points midwaybetween old ones. This sheme is used in omputer graphis appliations, where subdivision is applied to generatesmooth urves or surfaes. In the irregular ase, new grid points need not be in the middle between old points, evenat in�nity. This irregular setting omes up naturally in the ase of ompression of, or multiresolution analysis for,6



irregular samples. The user provides data, sampled on a losely spaed but irregular grid, whih one an think of asthe \�nest" level grid. Resampling onto a regular grid is typially ostly and may generate unwanted artifats. Onean then build a multiresolution analysis and an assoiated wavelet transform for the irregular grid, using the liftingsheme, leading to spatially variant �lters.7It is then important to understand how smooth the wavelets are for these irregular sheme. As in the uniformlysampled sheme, this smoothness is governed by that of the saling funtions, so that the question redues to thestudy of smoothness for irregularly spaed subdivision. Outside the ontext of spline funtions, where there exists alarge body of work on splines for irregularly spaed knots, work on subdivision shemes for non-equally spaed gridsstarted only reently. The semi-regular ase is ompletely understood in 1D,20 and also reasonably well understoodin the muh harder higher dimensional setting.21{23 The ompletely irregular ase is muh trikier. In Ref. 19we develop tehniques suitable for this more general ase, and we onentrate on determining the smoothness forthe so-alled four-point sheme. In the regular setting, this interpolation sheme was �rst introdued in Ref. 24and Ref. 25. It onsists in taking for the funtion value at a \new point" the value of the ubi that is ompletelydetermined by the two nearest neighboring \old points" both on the left and on the right and their funtion values.In the regular setting, where one starts from data at the integers (i.e. in ZZ), then omputes interpolated values atZZ=2nZZ in a �rst stage, followed by an interpolation to �nd the values at ZZ=4nZZ=2 in a seond stage, et. . . , theubi interpolation rule leads tof(xj;2k+1) = 916[f(xj�1;k) + f(xj�1;k+1)℄� 116[f(xj�1;b�1) + f(xj�1;k+2)℄ ; (14)where xj;l = l2�j . In the ompletely irregular setting, the xj;k are not given by this simple formula (although we stillview the proess as a \re�nement", so that xj;2k = xj�1;k), and (14) is replaed by a Lagrange interpolation formulawith oeÆients that depend on the xj�1;k . In order to avoid re�nement of our grid that would be too pathologial,we impose some onditions; introduing dj;k = xj;k+1 � xj;k , we say the re�nement proedure is homogeneous if, forsome  <1 independent of j; k, max (dj;k+1; dj;k+1) �  dj;k for all j; k ;we say the proedure is dyadially balaned if, for some � <1 independent of j; k,max (dj;2k; dj;2k+1) � �min (dj;2k ; dj;2k+1) for all j; k :The latter ondition says that whenever an interval [xj�1;k ; xj�1;k+1℄ is split by introduing a new point xj;2k+1,the split annot be too lopsided; � = 1 redues to the regular ase. A homogeneous re�nement proedure is alwaysdyadially balaned, but the reverse is not true. (See Ref. 19 for examples and a disussion.)We prove in Ref. 19 that the re�nement sheme based upon ubi interpolation always leads to a limit funtionthat is at least C1 if the multi-level grid is dyadially balaned. For � < 2, we even �nd that the limit funtion f isalmost C2, in the sense that jf 0(x+ t)� f 0(x)j � Cjtj jlogjtjj ;a result that is well-known for the regular ase, where it is optimal. The proof is fairly tehnial, and quite intriatefor the general dyadially balaned ase. For the slightly less general homogeneous ase, it simpli�es onsiderably.(See Ref. 19 for all details.) ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThe author would like to thank the NSF, AFOSR and ONR for support.REFERENCES1. I. Daubehies, \Ten letures on wavelets," in CBMS onferene on wavelets, Soiety for Industrial and AppliedMathematis 61, 1992.2. G. Strang and T. Nguyen, Wavelets and Filter Banks, Wellesley-Cambridge Press, Wellesley, MA, 1996.3. S. Mallat, A Wavelet Tour of Signal Proessing, Aademi Press, 1998.4. M. Vetterli and J. Kovaevi, Wavelets and Subband Coding, Prentie Hall, Englewood Cli�s, NJ, 1995.7
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